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ABSTRACT
We contribute a detailed investigation of AR-enhanced widgets

for smartphones, where AR technology is not only used to offload

widgets from the phone to the air around it, but to give users more

control on input precision as well. Such widgets have the obvi-

ous benefit of freeing up screen real-estate on the phone, but their

other potential benefits remain largely theoretical. Their limita-

tions are not well understood, most particularly in terms of input

performance. We compare different AR-enhanced widget designs

against their state-of-the-art touch-only counterparts with a se-

ries of exploratory studies in which participants had to perform

three tasks: command trigger, parameter value adjustment, and

precise 2D selection. We then derive guidelines from our empirical

observations.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Interaction techniques;Em-
pirical studies in HCI; Mixed / augmented reality; Mobile
phones.

KEYWORDS
augmented reality; mobile phone; widget control; multi-device mo-

bile setup

1 INTRODUCTION
Augmented Reality Head-Mounted Displays (ARHMDs) have ca-

pabilities that distinguish them from other mobile devices: they

render stereoscopic imagery seamlessly superimposed on what

users see in their field of view; and they enable direct manipulation

of this imagery via freehand gestures coupled with head- and gaze-

tracking. As such, ARHMDs have much potential to complement

smartphones and smartwatches, which render imagery on a much

smaller physical surface but with a much higher display quality,

while also enabling tactile input. Combined together, these differ-

ent devices are shaping a future where users interact with Mobile
Multi-Device Environments [17]. In such environments, users can

select the best device for a task based on its unique strengths, but

they should also be able to use those devices together as one single,

powerful and seamless interactive system.
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The combination of ARHMDs with other personal devices has

opened up a large design space. Of particular interest is the combi-

nation of smartphones and ARHMDs, which can be made to work in

tandem, as explored at length in the BISHARE design space [44]. For

instance, smartphones can be used as high-precision input devices

to manipulate spatial AR content (e.g., [31]), while ARHMDs can

enlarge a smartphone’s display capacity (e.g., [15, 33]) or show 3D

content in the air. These are only two examples from a much richer

design space, in which many possibilities remain to be explored.

In this paper, we study a suite of AR-enhancements for phone-

centric interaction. Acknowledging the strong legacy bias associated
with smartphones, which makes users resort to well-known inter-

action styles whenever possible [6, 44], AR-enhanced widgets are

augmentations of those traditionally found on this type of device.

We make use of AR capabilities to distribute output by offloading

widgets “in the air” around the phone,
1
as well as to distribute input

between touch and mid-air gestures. Both distribution strategies

free up precious screen real-estate on the phone, and limit situ-

ations where content gets occluded as well, since users interact

partly “around the device” [24, 25]. Additional input degrees of

freedom may also help users perform tasks that require precision.

As pointed out in the recent literature, such phone-centric dis-

tributed UIs have great potential. But not much can be asserted

beyond that. While the concept has been briefly discussed among a

wealth of other possible AR+phone combinations (e.g., BISHARE [44],
VESAD [33], MultiFi [15]), it remains at the stage of rough sketches

only, sometimes not actually prototyped. In this paper, we examine

a sample of interactions that is representative of UI controls on

smartphones (buttons, sliders, and 2D selections), reconsidering

their design in the context of an AR+Phone set up. We adopt a

UI distribution strategy that consists of offloading widgets in the

air when applicable, and making indirect control possible through

movements in the air (as a complement or replacement to touch).

Figure 1 illustrates the potential advantages of such an approach:

1) more widgets always visible in the air and more space on the

phone’s screen to display content in high resolution, and 2) indirect

control with hand movements in the air to avoid potential occlusion

and to enable higher-precision control. We discuss design consider-

ations about applying such a strategy to phone widgets, and report

1
The concept of such widgets actually floating in the air around the phone has been

popularized in science fiction shows such as, e.g., The Expanse. Querying the Web for

"the expanse hand terminal" yields artists’ renderings that accurately illustrate

the idea.
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Figure 1: Offloading controls of an image editing application running on a smartphone. Left) UI Widgets take significant
screen real-estatewhendisplayed on the phone; and precise selections are difficultwith touch input because of finger occlusion.
Right) Default UI distribution: 1) output: widgets are displayed in the air, freeing screen real-estate on the phone to showmore
content; and 2) input: the pointer can be controlled indirectly with movements performed in the air, causing less occlusion of
the image being edited.

on a series of exploratory studies to identify viable designs and

estimate their performance.

Our contributions are:

(1) a series of detailed designs for AR-enhanced phone widgets;

(2) an exploratory study of these widgets compared to their

state-of-the-art, touch-only counterparts.

2 RELATEDWORK
Phone-centric distributed UIs constitute only two cells in a larger

design space of bidirectional interactions between smartphones and
head-mounted augmented reality [44], which is itself only one item

in the cross-device interaction taxonomy [6]. We refer the reader

to these two recently-published and complete articles, and only

focus here on work that directly relates to distributed UIs in a

mobile context: interacting above and around handheld or wearable

devices; augmenting mobile 2D input; multi-device mobile systems

involving augmented reality technology.

2.1 Interacting Above and Around Mobile
Surfaces

While direct touch remains a very effective way to interact with a

mobile device, bare-hand interaction around the device has several

interesting properties. It enables a greater physical input volume

beyond the small touchscreen [8, 19, 20, 24], sometimes with higher

expressiveness [11, 18]. It partially addresses problems of content

occlusion [8, 18, 20, 24]. It provides possibilities to lay out widgets

beyond the touchscreen [26], or organize multiple pieces of content

relative to the user’s body and quickly access them [10, 21].

One of the challenges is to accurately track the fingers relative to

the device and to segment gestures. While many systems use exter-

nal motion tracking systems for prototyping purposes [19, 21, 24],

some others actually try to embed the tracking solution in the mo-

bile setup. The early SideSight system [8] used IR proximity sensors

mounted on the device, tracking finger gestures performed on the

surface upon which the device was laid. Skin Buttons [26] also use

IR sensors to detect taps on icons projected from a smartwatch

on the surrounding skin. Air+Touch [11] uses a miniature depth

camera attached to the phone. Similar to SideSight, GlassHands [18]

recognizes surface gestures around the phone, but achieves this

without additional sensors, by tracking the reflection of the user’s

phone and hands in her sunglasses with the phone’s front-facing

camera. Ether-Toolbars [36] explore a similar approach, but uses

a reflective surface mounted above the camera. Tracking can also

rely on magnetic sensing. Ketabdar et al. [25] detect changes in the

magnetic field around the phone produced by the circular or linear

movements of a finger ring. Nenya [4] also uses a ring, but detects

twisting and sliding gestures, which are mapped to selection and

click, respectively. Abracadabra [20] has users wear a magnet below

their finger to interact around a smartwatch.

One downside of mid-air around device interaction is fatigue [22].

Jones et al. [24] report that participants performed equally well

with mid-air and with touch interactions, and that they found

mid-air interactions enjoyable but tiring as well. Participants also

raised concerns about arm fatigue with AirPanes [21]. This sug-

gests that the use of mid-air gestures should be restricted to oc-

casional, non-lasting interactions that complement touch interac-

tions. Air+Touch [11] explores such an approach, interweaving

touch events and short in-air gestures. Empirical data about user

performance and fatigue is not reported, unfortunately.

2.2 Augmenting Mobile 2D Input
Because we augment 2D widgets, our work also relates to mobile

interaction techniques that add more input degrees of freedom

to trigger commands or adjust parameter values. Grossman et al.
track a pen in close proximity to a portable screen, letting users

invoke so-called Hover Widgets [14] to trigger commands with

small 2D gestures performed in-situ. The Hover Cursor [34] tracks
fingers hovering the phone’s screen, in this case to facilitate the

selection of small targets by offsetting the pointer, thus avoiding

occlusion of the target of interest. Earlier, Shift [42] had explored

a complementary approach to the well-known fat-finger problem,

offsetting a copy of the area under the finger when in contact with

the screen to keep that region visible and enable precise selection.
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The above techniques can be seen as augmenting the capabilities

of the screen itself. Other techniques have investigated a more

indirect way of augmenting 2D widgets, using the mobile device’s

side buttons. SidePress [40] uses two buttons on one of the phone’s

sides, that can sense different pressure levels. The buttons can be

used for any bidirectional selection and navigation task. Going

further, the Power-up Button [39] combines pressure and proximity

sensors to let users control 2D widgets with the thumb holding the

device.

2.3 Multi-device Mobile Systems using AR
AR-enhanced widgets for phone-centric interaction are part of the

broader category of Distributed User Interfaces in which the system

is aware of the relative spatial location of all devices involved:

smartphones, tablets, and combinations thereof [16, 27, 35]. These

often focus on use cases where one or more users temporarily

combine several devices in a stationary context, typically laying

them out on a table. Gluey [37] is a conceptual interactive system

where devices, which can be in different locations, are combined

thanks to an ARHMD, using the latter for tracking and as a means

to transfer content between devices.

ARHMDs also enable distributed user interfaces adapted to a

mobile context. As mentioned earlier, ARHMDs and mobile touch-

screens have very different capabilities, that can complement one

another effectively when made to work in tandem, as observed

empirically with MultiFi [15]. The BISHARE design space [44]

organizes smartphone+ARHMD combinations into two broad cate-

gories: Phone-centric and HMD-centric. The latter category covers

cases where the handheld device enhances spatial interaction with

AR content. For instance, the handheld device becomes an alter-

native or a complement to bare-hand input for AR/VR content

manipulation [7, 41] and navigation [29], with applications to, e.g.,
CAD [30] and gaming [31]. The former category rather includes

cases where the HMD is used to enhance interaction with the hand-

held device. Our AR-enhanced widgets fall under this category, and

more specifically in subcategories phone-centric distributed UI (D2P)
and phone-centric distributed input (D1P).

Such phone-centric combinations, inwhich theARHMD ismostly

used to add more input and output capabilities to the phone, have

gained attention in the HCI literature. VESAD [33] is an example

of augmenting a phone’s visual output. The technique virtually

extends the phone’s screen by displaying additional 2D content

in AR around the phone, keeping that content spatially aligned

in the same plane. A VESAD proved more efficient than a phone

only on a manual classification task. However, Eiberger et al. [13]
report that the combination of a physical display with AR is not al-

ways beneficial. In their study about the integration of information

from different depth layers, participants had to perform a visual

search task using a combination of HMD and smartwatch, or using

an HMD only. Their performance was significantly lower in the

HMD+smartwatch case, in terms of both speed and error.

In the above examples, the AR imagery consists of an expan-

sion of what is shown on the mobile device. But AR can also show

complementary information of a different nature, as illustrated by

WatchThru [43] and mobile true-3D displays [38]. MultiFi [15] goes

one step beyond, making interactive widgets run across devices

and ARHMD, adapting both their input and output based on the

respective fidelity of devices involved: screen resolution and phys-

ical size, direct vs. indirect input. For instance, the smartphone’s

high-resolution screen can be used as the primary display for an

item in focus, while the ARHMD will provide lower-resolution in-

formation about surrounding items in the same list. Or the phone’s

touchscreen can be turned into a fullscreen keyboard, the edited

text being shown in mid-air. MultiFi essentially focuses on how to

make widgets span devices with different input/output characteris-

tics. Interaction remains limited to basic touch and spatial pointing.

Finally, VESAD can also be used to show additional windows or

widgets around the phone. The authors briefly suggest this possi-

bility [33], but report neither on the prototyping nor the evaluation

of such AR-based enhancement techniques.

Extending interactive surfaces to the air can involve input (e.g.,
mid-air movements), output (e.g., AR imagery) or both – though

they have so far been mostly studied separately. Such strategies

are promising research avenues. However, the actual, quantifiable

pros and cons of applying these extension strategies to distribute UI

phone controls in an actual ARHMD+phone set-up have not been

explored. We discuss their design, implementation and performance

aspects individually and, where possible, in combination with a

representative set of phone controls.

3 AR-ENHANCEDWIDGETS: DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

We first identified three low-level, generic interactions
2
typically

performed using widgets that could be at least partially offloaded

to the air, either their input, their output, or both: command trig-

ger/item selection; parameter value adjustment; and precise 2D

selection. We then prototyped different AR-enhanced techniques,

discarding those that we perceived as clearly ineffective. Among

the retained techniques, some raised specific questions or required

some parameters to be fine-tuned empirically, in which case we

ran preliminary experiments to inform these choices. This section

reports on the main considerations involved in making design and

implementation decisions.

3.1 Phone-centric Interaction Space
One of the first decisions we had to make was to bound the input

space around the phone. In HMD-centric distributed UIs [44], the

phone acts as a controller for AR content that can be anywhere in

the user’s physical environment. It can be tethered to the phone, or

free-floating. In phone-centric distributed UIs, the phone holds the

primary content. We thus focus on the direct surroundings of the

phone, considering widgets and input areas tethered to the phone.

We adopted the rule of thumb that interaction should take place

not further than 10cm away from the phone. We found that this

distance allowed for comfortable posture and movements, espe-

cially when the user’s upper arms are along their trunk. It avoids

large arm movements in the air, which can be both tiring [22] and

2
Navigation interactions (scrolling, panning, zooming) represent another category,

that usually does not involve widgets on a smartphone and has been investigated

elsewhere (see, e.g., [24]).
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a) b) c)

Figure 2: The interpretation of users’ hand movements in
the air depends on the distance Δ𝑇 𝐼 between the thumb’s
tip and the index finger’s tip. a) Out of Range (Δ𝑇 𝐼 > 4cm):
hand movements have no effect; b) Tracking (2cm < Δ𝑇 𝐼 <
4cm): hand movements control which widget is in focus; c)
Dragging (Δ𝑇 𝐼 < 2cm): hand movements actually control the
widget in focus.

socially awkward [1]. It also avoids large eye movements and lim-

its problems of divided attention between the phone and the AR

display.

3.2 Legacy Bias
Past experience with interactive systems influences the way users

apprehend a novel system, making them expect the novel sys-

tem to work the same way as the systems they are familiar with.

Brudy et al. [6] warn interaction designers about this so-called

legacy bias [32] in the context of cross-device interaction. This led

us to consider how people interact with smartphones, and find

ways to augment their experience rather than radically change it.

The three generic interactions we identified have a straightforward

correspondence with UI widgets on smartphones:

• command trigger and item selection are typically achieved

with buttons, checkboxes, or menus;

• parameter value adjustments are typically achieved with

sliders;

• precise 2D selection is achieved by pointing at a precise

location inside widgets such as images, text areas, maps.

Keeping the issue of legacy bias inmind, we favor mid-air interac-

tions which are as close as possible to their touch-only counterparts,

striving for a unified set of interaction techniques across modalities.

In our design, offloading widgets from the phone to the air does not

noticeably change their appearance. Interaction with these widgets

is directly inspired by the paradigm developed for the Microsoft

Hololens 2 for hand input. Users touch discrete widgets with their

index tip, and perform continuous input by adopting a pinch pos-

ture and moving their hand (air-tap-and-hold). These can be seen

as the mid-air counterparts to tap and slide interactions on the

phone’s screen.

3.3 Three-state Mid-air Input
Touch input is direct, with focus implicitly given to the widget

being touched. Mid-air input is more indirect. It calls for a three-

state model that will enable the selection of a widget before it

gets manipulated. Figure 2 illustrates the different hand postures

that we use to distinguish the three states from Buxton’s model of

graphical input [9]: Out of Range, Tracking and Dragging. This is a

refined version of the air-tap-and-hold interaction implemented on

Microsoft HoloLens devices, where the system only supports two

states based on hand posture: pinch for Dragging and release for Out

of Range. We introduce an intermediate posture, hover , to enable the
third state (Tracking) triggered when the thumb and index fingers

are close to – but not touching – one another (Figure 2-b).

When adopting a pinch or hover hand posture, users control

an invisible pointer located halfway in-between the thumb’s and

index finger’s tips. The hover posture is used to select which wid-

get has focus. When the pointer enters a widget, that widget gets

highlighted with a blue halo. If the user brings his fingers closer

to actually adopt a pinch posture, the widget will then own focus

and subsequent hand movements will control it. A widget that al-

ready has focus can be controlled by initiating an air-tap-and-hold
interaction either on the widget itself or anywhere in empty space.

This third state also enables us to provide users with a straight-

forward way to customize how the UI is distributed around and on

the phone. An air-click event
3
immediately followed by an air-tap-

and-hold interaction
4
actually grabs the highlighted widget. Users

are then free to drop it wherever they want by releasing their pinch
posture. This works both for widgets displayed on the phone and

widgets that are already in the air.

3.4 Mid-air Input Accuracy
The three-statemodel above addresses the issue of expressive power,

but it does not address that of input accuracy. While indirect mid-air

input can contribute to improving accuracy (less occlusion, larger

widgets), the absence of physical support and haptic feedback mean

that movements are typically less precise (because of, e.g., hand
tremor). Furthermore, from a design perspective, movements in

the air need to be segmented in order to isolate control gestures

from other movements. With the three-state model, we rely on

the pinch posture for segmenting continuous input from other

movements. But releasing control necessarily entails relaxing this

pinch posture. As opposed to lifting up a finger from a touchscreen,

relaxing a posture is a movement, which thus cannot be detected

immediately. The system needs to collect a sufficient portion of

the relaxing movement before actually releasing control, which

inevitably causes an involuntary movement of the cursor. However,

since cursor control is indirect with mid-air input, we can account

for such inaccuracy by adjusting the CD gain. Setting it to a large-

enough value, involuntary movements will not cause the cursor to

move.

We ran a preliminary experiment involving six participants to

quantify the amplitude of such involuntary movements, which we

identify as Δ𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 . Participants controlled a cursor on the phone

withmid-airmovements. They had to put it precisely on a very small

target (1.5mm), and then switch from a pinch to a release posture.We

measured Δ𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 , the offset between the target position and the

cursor’s actual position at the time the system detects this change

of hand posture. The design, procedure and results are detailed in

supplemental material. Averaging all collected values, we obtain

Δ𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 1.4 ± 2.2 < 4𝑚𝑚.

We use this 4-mm maximum bound for Δ𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 in the design of

interactions that involve mid-air input by enabling users to adjust

the CD gain up to 4𝑚𝑚 : 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 so that the inaccuracy inherent

3
An air-tap event followed by an air-release event less than 500ms later.

4
The air-tap event should happen less than 500ms after the last air-click event.
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to the segmentation of air movements will be compensated for, at

least when the CD gain is maximum.

3.5 Effective use of the Air as a Display
The above experiment was coupled with another one aimed at

gathering empirical data about users’ widget placement preferences.

Indeed, widgets can be placed anywhere in the air around the

phone. But some sides will generate occlusion, or require adopting

uncomfortable postures, depending on which hand is holding the

phone. In this second preliminary experiment, participants had to

interact with buttons and sliders displayed in the air on each of the

phone’s four sides. The design, procedure and results are detailed

in supplemental material.

Overall, a majority of participants (5) ranked the right side as

their preferred location for interacting with Sliders, the top side

coming second. Results were more nuanced for Buttons. Half of
the participants ranked the top side first, and the other half the

right side. The area below the phone requires users to adopt uncom-

fortable postures, at least with the limited vertical field of view of

current ARHMDs. Our findings are consistent with the recommen-

dations from Normand and McGuffin [33], who report that some

study participants had trouble interacting with the AR content

around the phone when they had to cross their arms (for instance

when they had to interact with virtual elements on the phone’s left

side using their right hand).

4 AR-ENHANCEDWIDGETS: DESIGN AND
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION

We designed AR-enhanced widgets that cover a representative

sample of phone interactions: Command trigger (E1), Parameter
adjustment (E2), and 2D selection (E3). For each of these interactions,

we designed several variations of the corresponding widget: one

that offloads the widget to the air, one that extends the input space

to the air, one that does both. Specific design choices were guided by

the considerations detailed in the above section. We systematically

compared those designs against state-of-the-art touch-only input

techniques in an exploratory study.

We conducted one study per interaction. The three studies were

conducted sequentially, always in this order. Participants had to

take a break of at least 15 minutes between them. During these

breaks, they were asked to rate each technique along all six NASA-

TLX dimensions, and then to rank the techniques according to their

preferences.

Participants and Apparatus. 12 participants (5 women, 7 men,

32 ± 11.1 year-old on average), all right-handed, took part in the

study.
5
They were seated on a chair without armrest. We used a

Samsung Galaxy A50 and a Microsoft HoloLens 2. The two devices

communicate on a dedicated wireless network using TCP. We track

the phone’s location with Vuforia,
6
using three markers offset by

8cm from the phone’s top edge, as illustrated in Figure 4.

5About COVID-19 and experiments: all experiments reported in this article were

run during the summer of 2020. Throughout all studies, we recruited participants from

a very restricted pool of 12 volunteers: six relatives of the first author who live in the

same house, and three volunteer co-workers. The sanitary protocol involves hand

disinfection, device cleaning, wearing hair protection under the ARHMD and a FFP2

safety mask.

6
https://developer.vuforia.com

Study data are available as supplemental material online at https:

//ilda.saclay.inria.fr/ARwidgets4phones/

4.1 Experiment E1: Command Trigger
In this first experiment, participants are asked to push buttons,

either on the phone or in the air around the phone. We describe

techniques based on where the output (O) and input (I) take place,

respectively. Technique Screen - Screen, our baseline, displays but-
tons on the phone and expects touch input. Technique Air - Air
displays buttons in the air and expects direct input in the same

place.
7

Screen
Screen

O:
I:

Air
Air

O:
I:

Offloading buttons to the air has the benefit of freeing screen

real-estate on the phone. But the lack of haptic feedback with air

buttons will likely make input more difficult. Furthermore, many

users have a lot of prior experience with traditional touch buttons.

However, we do not know howmuch this impacts user performance

with air buttons.

Task. Three circular buttons, horizontally aligned, with a spac-

ing of 3mm between them, are displayed either 5mm below the

screen’s top edge (Screen - Screen), or 5mm above it (Air - Air).
Button diameter varies according to task Difficulty: 2cm (Low),
1.5cm (Medium) or 1cm (High). When a button gets highlighted,

participants have to select it as fast and as accurately as possible.

Buttons in a sequence are always highlighted in the same order:

left, right, middle.

Design. We follow a within-subject design with two factors:

Techniqe ∈ {Screen - Screen, Air - Air} and Difficulty ∈ {Low,
Medium, High}. Trials are blocked by Techniqe. Block presen-

tation order is counterbalanced across participants with a Latin

Square. Each Techniqe block consists of 12 trials, i.e., four repli-
cations per Techniqe × Difficulty. The presentation order of

those 12 trials is counterbalanced across blocks and participants

with a Latin Square. Each block starts with three practice trials

presented in order of increasing difficulty.

Results. Our main measure is the Time between two button acti-

vations. We filter out interactions with the first (leftmost) button in

a sequence as there is no control over the initial position of the par-

ticipant’s hand. We observe a large difference between techniques,

with average time 0.4±0.25s for Screen - Screen and ∈ 1.2±0.8s for
Air - Air.

Before conducting any analysis, we check that the collected data

follow a normal distribution with a Shapiro-Wilk test. As we ob-

serve a violation of normality in one of the conditions (Screen -
Screen × Medium, 𝑝 <0.05), we log-transform our measure data to

avoid having a strong violation of the normality test.
8
An analysis

of variance (anova) of Techniqe × Difficulty on Time reveals a
7
A button is a graphical component that implements the HandInteractionTouch script

from the Microsoft Mixed Reality Toolkit (MRTK). To trigger an event, the index

finger’s tip must enter and then leave the component.

8
A quick sanity check shows that significant effects and differences are overall the

same when running the anova and post-hoc tests on the non-corrected Time measure.

The log correction tends to make differences more nuanced but, overall, the general

observations remain the same.

https://developer.vuforia.com
https://ilda.saclay.inria.fr/ARwidgets4phones/
https://ilda.saclay.inria.fr/ARwidgets4phones/
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Figure 3: Command Trigger experiment (E1): completion
time by Difficulty × Techniqe. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.

simple effect of both Techniqe (𝐹1,11 = 181, 𝑝 = 0.001, [2
𝐺
= 0.9) and

Difficulty (𝐹2,22 = 12, 𝑝 = 0.001, [2
𝐺
= 0.13). Screen - Screen is signifi-

cantly faster than Air - Air (0.4s vs 1.28s on average), and the three

levels of difficulty are all different from each other (𝑝’𝑠 <0.05).

Comparing the techniques’ relative performance across partic-

ipants also reveals a high variability with, e.g., one participant

performing 4.82 times better with Screen - Screen than with Air -
Air, and another one 1.88 times only. Interestingly, the participant

whose relative performance difference between techniques is the

smallest has strong experience with AR headsets. This suggests that

users might be able to trigger buttons in the air relatively quickly,

but this seems to require some training, and even then performance

with on-screen buttons remains significantly better.

Qualitative assessments based on NASA-TLX scales are in line

with quantitative observations: average grades on all scales are

in favor of Screen - Screen. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests reveal that

all these differences between techniques are significant (𝑝’𝑠 <0.05

and 𝑍 ′𝑠 ∈ [−2.6,−2.4]), with the exception of the frustration scale

(𝑝 = 0.6). Two participants found interacting in the air fun (2 par-

ticipants), but participants mostly mentioned the advantages of

interacting on screen, such as high reliability (6 participants) and

haptic feedback (5). They also reported that touch requires low
amplitude movements (8) compared to air input, which requires

traversing the button and then exiting it with movements that are

large-enough to be tracked reliably. Finally, only two participants

preferred Air - Air over Screen - Screen.
Overall, Screen - Screen outperforms Air - Air in terms of both

completion time and comfort. These results are not in favor of

offloading phone buttons for activating discrete commands.

4.2 Experiment E2: Parameter Adjustment
In the second experiment, participants had to select a numerical

value using a slider. We include high precision tasks which involve

value ranges that exceed typical smartphone screen resolution –

causing quantization problems [2] – and users’ motor abilities in

terms of fine-grained control. The touch-only baseline, Screen -
Screen (𝐶𝐷 ), implements OrthoZoom control [3]. This enables

participants to perform very precise adjustments, with sub-pixel

accuracy. We compare this baseline to three AR-enhanced slider

designs (see also Figure 4) that vary in where output (O) and input (I)

take place, and in how users control input precision (CD):

Screen
Screen
CD 

O:
I:

Screen
Air
CD 

O:
I:

Air
Air
CD 

O:
I:

Screen
Screen+Air
CD 

O:
I:

Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ). Users interact with OrthoZoom sliders

as they do with traditional touch sliders. The only difference is

that input precision increases progressively ( ) as the orthogonal

distance between the slider and the finger increases. CD gain is set

to 1:1 when the finger is less than 2cm away from the slider’s track,

and linearly increases up to 1:𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑚𝑚 at 10cm from the slider,

with 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑚𝑚 being the size of a slider unit in mm. Above

this maximal distance, a 1mm-displacement thus corresponds to a

1-unit adjustment on the slider.

Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ). The slider is still displayed on the phone,

but input takes place in the air. The slider is manipulated with air-
tap-and-hold interactions (Section 3.3). As with OrthoZoom, input

precision is a function of the distance between the fingers’ location

when the interaction started and the current fingers’ location. But

in this case, the distance considered is different: precision increases

progressively ( ) as the hand moves away from the phone’s plane

towards the user’s head. CD gain is set to 1:1 when that distance is

short (<2cm), and linearly increases up to 4: 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑚𝑚 when

it reaches 10cm. Above this 10-cm distance, the hand movement

must be of at least 4mm to change the slider’s value. As discussed

in Section 3.4, this gives the tolerance required to enable users to

release mid-air pinch postures safely without changing the slider’s

value. The idea of gaining precision for sliders and scrollbars as

the distance in the air increases was mentioned in previous work

about tabletop interaction [11, 28]. But to our knowledge, it has not

actually been tested. Harrison and Hudson [20] explore a similar

idea for radial selection on a smartwatch, but do not report how

CD gain is adjusted, and study their technique in a very different

situation, where participants used an external hardware button

attached to a table to validate selections.

Air - Air (𝐶𝐷 ). The slider is displayed in the air, on the right-

hand side of the phone. Interaction is exactly the same as with

Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ).

Screen - Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ). The slider is displayed on the

phone. Input is hybrid, taking place both on the screen and in

the air. Users perform coarse adjustments with slide interactions.
They can also perform fine adjustments with air-tap-and-hold in-

teractions. There are only two levels of precision (symbol means

dual-precision). CD gain is set to 1:1 for finger slides on the touch-

screen, and to 4: 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑚𝑚 for movements in the air.

Design properties. Each of these four designs has its own advan-

tages relative to the others, but it is difficult to infer their over-

all performance ranking. First, screen input benefits from haptic

feedback, and from the strong experience users have acquired with

touch devices. This might be an advantage in favor of Screen - Screen
(𝐶𝐷 ). Second, some designs are consistent regarding where in-

put and output take place, while others are not. Consistency might

be preferable and thus be an advantage for Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 )

and Air - Air (𝐶𝐷 ). But, at the same time, their control requires
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: The four techniques tested in Experiment E2: a) Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ), b) Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ), c) Air - Air (𝐶𝐷 ), d)
Screen - Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ), performing a coarse selection on the touchscreen (left), then a precise adjustment in the air (right).
The two hand icons provide basic feedback about HoloLens left & right hand tracking status and never interfere with widgets
displayed in the air.

continuously adjusting two degrees of freedom (slider value, CD

gain). They might thus be more cognitively demanding than a clear

distinction between only two levels of precision (coarse and fine).

In that respect, Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) might have some advantages

over the other three techniques. In the end, these pros and cons

make it difficult to know the cost of offloading input, output, or

both in the air for slider control.

Task. A 5cm horizontal slider is displayed on the phone for all

Screen - * designs (11cm above the bottom edge of the screen) and

in the air for the Air - Air design (offset 2cm from the phone’s right

edge). Depending on task Difficulty, the slider has 100 (Low),
500 (Medium) or 1000 (High) units. The value to select, Goal, is

displayed in the upper part of the phone. Participants have to select

the Goal as fast as possible. The trial ends as soon as participants

select the goal value (no finger on screen, hand in release posture).
The slider knob’s size depends on the current CD gain (half its

default size at maximum precision), providing feedback to users

about input precision.

Design. We follow a within-subject design with two primary

factors: Techniqe ∈ {Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ), Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ),

Air - Air (𝐶𝐷 ), Screen - Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 )} and Difficulty ∈
{Low, Medium, High}. Trials are blocked by Techniqe. Block pre-

sentation order is counterbalanced across participants with a Latin

Square. We introduce a Goal factor that can take four possible val-

ues for ecological purposes. It corresponds to the value participants

are instructed to select. Each Techniqe block consists of 12 trials,

i.e., one per Techniqe × Difficulty× Goal. Presentation order

of trials within a block is counterbalanced across blocks and par-

ticipants with a Latin Square. Each block starts with three practice

trials, presented in order of increasing difficulty.

Results. We first check the normality of the collected task com-

pletion Time measures with Shapiro-Wilk tests. We observe that

the data are not normally distributed under a few conditions (Screen
- Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ) × Low: 𝑝 <0.001, Screen - Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ) ×
Medium: 𝑝 <0.05 and Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 )×Medium: 𝑝 <0.05). Ap-

plying a log-transformation solves the issue. We thus perform our

analyses on a log-transformed time measure. An anova of Tech-

niqe and Difficulty on Time reveals a simple effect of both

Techniqe (𝐹3,33 = 23, 𝑝 = 0.001, [2
𝐺
= 0.5) and Difficulty (𝐹2,22 = 118,

𝑝 = 0.001, [2
𝐺
= 0.6). Unsurprisingly, all levels of Difficulty signifi-

cantly differ from each other: completion time increases as the task

gets more difficult (Figure 5-a). Regarding differences between tech-

niques, pairwise t-tests reveal that all techniques significantly differ

from each other with all 𝑝’𝑠 < 0.01, except for Screen - Screen+Air
(𝐶𝐷 ) and Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ), which have a p-value close to

0.05 (𝑝 = 0.04).

Sorting techniques by performance, we get: Screen - Screen+Air
(𝐶𝐷 ) (6.25s), Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ) (6.65s), Air - Air (𝐶𝐷 )

(8.64s), Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) (11.1s). Compared to experiment 𝐸1, the

drop in performance when offloading input and output in the air is

much lower with sliders than with buttons. Interestingly, Screen -
Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ) actually performs slightly better than Screen -
Screen (𝐶𝐷 ), the OrthoZoom touch-only baseline. This suggests

that air control can even be better than touch for indirect control.

However, this is only the case when air control is implemented

according to a dual-precision strategy. On the opposite, continuous

precision level control is less efficient in the air than on screen.

Qualitative assessment.We perform Wilcoxon signed-rank tests

to compare pairs of techniques along each of the NASA-TLX scales.

The difference between Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) and Air - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) is

systematically significant, except for physical demand. Participants’
comments reflect this preference for Air - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) over Screen -
Air (𝐶𝐷 ): six of them spontaneously said that they like interact-
ing in the air; and five of them reported having issues of divided
attention when output is on the phone and input in the air, i.e.,
when there is a mismatch between where input and where output

take place. Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) and Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ) also

differ significantly, with ratings systematically in favor of Screen -
Screen (𝐶𝐷 ) on all scales exceptmental demand. Prior experience
actually using an equivalent of Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ) was reported

by three participants and might explain this.

Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) and Screen - Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ) also dif-

fer significantly along all scales but physical demand and effort.
Users found it easier to switch between two levels of precision

with Screen - Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ), as opposed to the continuous

precision adjustments of the other (𝐶𝐷 ). The former strategy

(𝐶𝐷 ) also avoids some usability problems. One issue raised by

four participants about continuous CD gain adjustment (𝐶𝐷 )

relates to clutching. When releasing a pinch posture in mid-air to

immediately initiate a new one (e.g., to avoid leaving the tracking

volume or to adopt a more comfortable position), CD gain is re-

set to its default value. These participants commented that they

would have preferred the system to set the CD gain to its last value

before release instead. Implementing such behavior is not trivial
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Figure 5: Parameter Adjustment experiment E2. a) Completion time by Difficulty × Techniqe. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals. b) Participants’ preferences. Each bar represents the rank distribution for one technique.

however, as it requires distinguishing between clutch actions and

actual successive-but-distinct uses of the same widget (for which

the current behavior makes more sense). It also raises usability

issues, such as the higher chance for the phone to “be in the way"
of the user’s hand if resuming slider manipulation too close to the

screen. Interestingly, clutching issues are not observed only for

air control. Three participants reported sometimes reaching the

phone’s left or right edge when seeking a high level of precision

with OrthoZoom, which forced them to clutch (i.e., releasing control
and resuming on the slider’s track itself).

Finally, seven participants reported that the switching cost be-

tween touch and air is high. Overall, participants’ ranking of tech-

niques is not completely in line with actual performance. As Fig-

ure 5-b shows, preferences are split and the fastest techniques

are not systematically the preferred ones. In particular, Screen -
Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ) performed best in terms of completion time, but

only 17% of participants ranked it first. The novelty effect proba-

bly played in favor of Air - Air (𝐶𝐷 ), which got ranked first by

more than half of the participants. On the contrary, there is a clear

consensus against Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ).

4.3 Experiment E3: 2D Selection
In the third experiment, participants have to point at a precise

location in a 2D workspace. Output (O) necessarily takes place on

the phone, as the display resolution of current ARHMDs is too low

to render 2D targets small-enough for our purposes. We thus focus

on where input (I) takes place. Mid-air input has the potential to

offer an occlusion-free alternative to touch for precise pointing

tasks such as, e.g., positioning a caret in a text or delineating a

region in an image or a map. But it will also likely suffer from

significant precision issues. We compare input performed in the air

to a touch-only technique and to a hybrid technique:

Screen
Air
CD 

O:
I:

Screen
Screen+Air
CD 

O:
I:

Screen
Screen
CD 

O:
I:

Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ) serves as our baseline condition. Direct
touch in the 2D canvas lets users position the pointer coarsely.

They can then control it indirectly but much more precisely (higher

CD gain) by initiating a slide gesture from a smaller rectangular

area at the bottom of the screen (2cm above the edge). This is

a direct adaptation of a technique available on Android and iOS

smartphones for caret positioning, invoked by dwelling on the soft

keyboard’s space bar or by applying a higher force level anywhere

on the keyboard (with pressure-sensitive screens).
9
Our adaptation

behaves differently though, changing the CD gain to enable very

high precision pointing. The original technique found on most

smartphones keeps a 1:1 CD gain when entering indirect pointing

mode.
10

Thus, it does address finger occlusion issues, but it does

not enable high-precision pointing. Our implementation is a dual-

precision version (𝐶𝐷 ) which sets CD gain to 1:𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑚

when entering indirect mode, where 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑚 represents the

size of the smallest element that users might want to acquire. In

this experiment, we set it to 0.5mm, meaning that a 1mm finger

displacement moves the pointer by 0.5mm.

Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) is similar to Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) for slid-

ers (in Experiment E2), but enables 2D selection. Users control the

cursor with air-tap-and-hold interactions. Precision gets higher as

the hand moves away from the start position of the air-tap-and-
hold gesture. The CD gain is set to 1:1 when the distance is low

(<2cm), and progressively increases up to 4: 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑚 at a dis-

tance of 10cm and above. In our study, users are able to point with

sub-millimeter precision (𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑚 = 0.5mm). This technique

implements indirect 2D input with movements in the air [5]. It is

conceptually close to the 1-Button-Simultaneous technique from
Jones et al.’s study [24], which compared different designs for pan

& zoom navigation using mid-air gestures around the phone. Al-

though the three input dimensions are not exactly the same in the

two studies, their technique and ours are both based on integral

and continuous input in a 3D mid-air volume, with movements in

the x-y plane for controlling a 2D space (pan vs. cursor position)
and movements along the z-axis for scaling this 2D input (zoom vs.
CD gain).

9
We set the dimensions of this area according to the dimensions of the space bar on

the phone used for the experiment (31.77mm×7.75mm), offsetting it 1cm upward to

make room for downward movements.

10
Some smartphones implement a transfer function that makes the CD gain decrease

as the finger accelerates to enable coarse adjustments from this mode.
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Screen - Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ) is similar to Screen - Screen+Air
(𝐶𝐷 ) for sliders, but enables 2D selection. Users perform coarse

adjustments with direct touch input, and fine-grained adjustments

with air-tap-and-hold interactions. Precision-level control is dual

(𝐶𝐷 ), with the CD gain set to 1:1 for touch input on the phone’s

screen, and to 4: 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑚 for mid-air input.

Design properties. Again, each of these designs have supposed

advantages, but it is difficult to anticipate their comparative perfor-

mance. The difference between Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ) and Screen -
Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ) mostly lies in the input modality. Screen - Screen
(𝐶𝐷 ) might benefit from touch input properties such as haptic

feedback and prior experience. But at the same time, in the above-

mentioned study by Jones et al. [24] the 1-Button-Simultaneous –
which resembles Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) – performed as well as multi-

touch gestures did. This latter result suggests that offloading the

control in the air with a continuous control strategy might not have

a high cost. The dual-precision control in Screen - Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 )

could make this cost even lower considering how it improved air

control for parameter adjustment in experiment 𝐸2.

Task. Participants have to successively acquire eight circular

targets laid out on the phone’s screen following the ISO 9241-9

standard [23]. Depending on task Difficulty, target diameter is

4mm (Low), 2mm (Medium) or 1mm (High). The next target to

acquire is colored black, while other targets are colored grey. As

targets can be very small, the background turns green when the

crosshair cursor is inside the target. As soon as participants select

the black target (no finger on screen, hand in release posture), the
next target turns black. Cursor size is inversely proportional to the

current CD gain, providing participants with a rough indication of

its value, as in Experiment E2.

Design. We follow a within-subject design with two primary

factors: Techniqe ∈ {Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ), Screen - Screen+Air
(𝐶𝐷 ) and Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 )} and Difficulty ∈ {Low, Medium,

High}. Trials are blocked by Techniqe. Block presentation order

is counterbalanced across participants with a Latin Square. Each

trial is a series of eight pointing tasks, and is replicated twice. A

Techniqe block consists of 6 trials (i.e., 6×8 pointing tasks). Pre-
sentation order for trials within a block is counterbalanced across

blocks and participants with a Latin Square. Each block starts with

three practice trials, presented in order of increasing difficulty.

Results. Before running analyses, we filter out the first pointing

task in each series of eight, as the initial cursor position is not con-

trolled when a series starts. We additionally remove one outlier that

corresponds to a trial during which the HoloLens actually stopped

working for a few seconds. Shapiro-Wilk tests do not reveal any

violation of normality. An anova of Techniqe and Difficulty on

Time reveals a simple effect of both Techniqe (𝐹2,22 = 42, 𝑝 = 0.001,

[2
𝐺
= 0.65) and Difficulty (𝐹2,22 = 39, 𝑝 = 0.001, [2

𝐺
= 0.41), as well as

an interaction effect (𝐹4,44 = 6, 𝑝 = 0.001, [2
𝐺
= 0.14). As illustrated in

Figure 6, the difference between Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ) and Screen
- Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ) gets larger as difficulty increases, and is not

even significant when Difficulty = Low (𝑝 = 0.7). The third design,

Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ), performed very poorly in comparison with

the other two. Sorting techniques by performance, we get: Screen -
Screen (𝐶𝐷 ) (1.67s), Screen - Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ) (2.53s), Screen -
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Figure 6: 2D Selection experiment E3. Completion time by
Difficulty × Techniqe. Error bars represent the 95% confi-
dence interval.

Air (𝐶𝐷 ) (6.18s). Offloading input to the air has a performance

cost. But this cost is limited if air control is implemented with a

dual-precision mode, and could be counterbalanced by the advan-

tages that air control has over touch: no occlusion, and no need to

reserve space on screen for toggling between precision modes.

Qualitative assessment. Quantitative measures match partici-

pants’ qualitative evaluation of techniques, in which they system-

atically rated Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) as significantly worse than the

other two along all NASA-TLX scales, with the exception of Screen
- Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ) for Mental Demand (𝑝 = 0.07). This poor per-

formance of Screen - Air (𝐶𝐷 ) is consistent with the findings

from Experiment E2. It again proved difficult to control position

and input precision with a movement in the air while the output

was on phone. Interestingly, this is different from what Jones et
al. [24] observed. Several elements might be at play. First, their

technique was used for multi-scale navigation, which affects the

whole graphical scene rather than just the cursor’s position and

size. The stronger visual feedback associated with their task might

be more effective for continuous control. Second, zoom control is

relative in their case, while precision control is absolute with Screen
- Air (𝐶𝐷 ). As discussed in E2, implementing relative control

when clutching is not trivial, a problem which does not exist in

the case of multi-scale navigation. One last difference is about the

delimiter for mid-air gestures. Jones et al. rely on a physical button

on the phone, which might be faster than the pinch posture that

we use. However, participants in their study also complained about

this physical button delimiter which they found uncomfortable to

use.

Finally, participants’ preferences are distributed across Screen -
Screen (𝐶𝐷 ) and Screen - Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ) with eight partici-

pants ranking Screen - Screen (𝐶𝐷 ) first, the other four preferring

Screen - Screen+Air (𝐶𝐷 ). They consistently ranked Screen - Air
(𝐶𝐷 ) third.

5 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
We compared different distributed UIs for three tasks that are repre-

sentative of touch interaction with smartphones. While we observe

an input performance drop with air controls in many cases, this
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Figure 7: Redesign of the image editing application from Figure 1 following the guidelines derived from our empirical results.
Buttons remain on the smartphone. Sliders for parameter adjustments performed frequently get offloaded. 2D selection can
be performed directly on the phone, or indirectly in the air (dual-precision mode) if occlusion is an issue.

drop is compensated for in certain situations since offloading wid-

gets to the air has interesting properties. Widgets displayed in the

air are readily accessible when they would otherwise be several

steps away in the hierarchy. Some phone screen real-estate gets

freed up to show more content. We derive the following guidelines

from these empirical results.

First, discrete controls (e.g., buttons, checkboxes) should not be
offloaded to the air. Users have much trouble activating discrete

controls with air gestures, at least with the default MRTK behavior

used on the HoloLens 2.

Second, dual-precision air control (𝐶𝐷 ) can effectively comple-
ment touch for parameter adjustments and 2D selections. Our obser-
vations reveal that users’ performance and preferences are split

between touch and dual-precision air control for on-screen widgets.

Participants were faster in experiment E2 with dual-precision air

control than with touch control for sliders on screen. In experi-

ment E3, they performed equally well with touch and air controls

(both dual-precision) for low-difficulty cursor positioning (4-mm

precision). Air control performance degraded at higher difficulty,

but the technique remains interesting nevertheless. First because

it supports a three-state model of input which gives interaction

designers more expressive power. But also because it is indirect and

thus avoids visual occlusion issues – which were not operational-

ized in our task. Occlusion can be partly addressed in a touch-only

context by featuring an area on the phone’s screen to trigger indi-

rect control as our baseline condition does in experiment E3, but

this takes some screen real-estate. Thus, as touch and air controls

can coexist, there are only benefits in supporting both.

Finally, frequently-used sliders can be good candidates for offload-
ing to the air.While participants were slower with air sliders than

they were with screen sliders, the performance drop of Air - Air
(𝐶𝐷 ) illustrated in Figure 5 (about 1-to-2 seconds) can be consid-

ered reasonable when put in perspective. Touch sliders are faster,

but they consume a lot of screen space and accessing them often

involves navigating menus (Figure 1-(a)). Air sliders are slower,

but can be accessed very quickly without navigating the menu

hierarchy. In addition, they do not generate any visual occlusion,

as opposed to high-precision sliders such as OrthoZoom which

extends control space beyond the widget’s visual footprint. Interac-

tion designers should thus consider this trade-off when making a

choice between touch and air sliders for parameter adjustments.

Figure 7 illustrates how these guidelines can be applied to the

design of our image editing example from Figure 1. The toolbar

remains on the phone’s screen as offloading buttons in the air would

cause too much of a drop in performance. Frequently-used sliders,

which were accessible after navigating a menu, are offloaded in

the air and thus brought to the application’s top layer. The second

button in the toolbar ( ), which was used to invoke those sliders,

is thus no longer necessary. This frees a bit more space in the

phone’s toolbar to accommodate additional controls or enlarge

other buttons. Finally, 2D selection can be performed directly on

the phone, or indirectly in the air (dual-precision mode) if occlusion

is an issue.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Studies as ours necessarily depend on the characteristics of the

apparatus. Even using a state-of-the-art ARHMD, there are limita-

tions, related primarily to the field of view and tracking accuracy.

Our study gives a sense of the comparative performance of differ-

ent widget designs with current AR technology. As this technology

improves, comparative performance results might evolve. Novel

sensing and display capabilities might also enable enhanced wid-

get designs. Beyond initial empirical results, our contribution also

includes a series of AR-enhanced widget designs, along with a set

of tasks representative of phone interactions to test them. These

can serve as a basis for future studies.

The observed performance drop of air control relative to touch

should be interpreted keeping in mind that we compared AR-

enhanced techniques to OrthoZoom and to a dual-precision touch

pointer. These state-of-the-art touch-only techniques are hard to

beat, even more so given the experience people have accumulated

with touch interfaces over the years. Several participants reported

that they found touch input more reliable, but also that they were

feeling increasingly efficient with air input as they were proceed-

ing with the experiment. It would be interesting to conduct longer

studies in order to quantify learning aspects and identify perfor-

mance envelopes [12]. Follow-up studies should also consider more

elaborate tasks to evaluate the impact of visual occlusion and the
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overhead caused by having to navigate in the widget hierarchy in

touch-only conditions.

Because of the covid-19 pandemic, the studies were run with a

restricted pool of participants, including the authors themselves.

Although this is unusual, we believe that our results have reason-

able validity. First, running our statistical analyses without the

authors does not change the outcome. Second, our contribution

is an exploration of various AR-enhanced widget designs. There

is no notion of the authors’ solution and thus no bias in favor or

against any specific design. Our pool also includes both participants

with much ARHMD experience and participants who had never

even seen one before. Despite this great variability, we were able to

observe significant – and sometimes quite large – effects. However,

we insist that our results remain exploratory, and should not be

generalized without further investigation.

Finally, there are likely opportunities to improve air controls

in terms of interaction design. For example, we used the default

MRTK behavior for air buttons, but we thought about other mech-

anisms to activate them. For instance, by crossing them with finger

movements coplanar to the phone, whose edges would provide

haptic feedback. While participants performed better with sliders

displayed on the phone but controlled in the air than with sliders

fully in the air, several of them indicated that they preferred the

latter. They did not like the input-output mismatch of the former.

Adapting a dual-precision strategy for sliders fully in the air could

also improve performance.
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